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ALAIS 2.0 Bed; modern organic bed
features rounded edges and hand-
turned Alder wood curved legs with
matching wood trim on the
headboard for added interest.
H: 51" x W: 94" x D: 97"

ALAIS 2.0 Bench; a waterfall
silhouette creates statement seating,
ideal for the foyer or foot of the bed.
Anchored by hand-turned Alder wood
legs; curved edges evolve the
traditional block shape.
H: 17" x W: 54" x D: 25"

ALAIS 2.0 Chair; a new leg in hand-
turned Alder wood lends the form
distinctive softness. As shown, Italian
merino wool cover in blue; wood leg
in Tobacco Haze finish.
H: 32" x W: 36" x D: 41"

ALAIS 2.0 Chair; a new leg in hand-
turned Alder wood lends the form
distinctive softness. As shown, Italian
merino wool cover in gold; wood leg
in Tobacco Haze finish.
H: 32" x W: 36" x D: 41"

ALAIS 2.0 Chair; a new leg in hand-
turned Alder wood lends the form
distinctive softness. As shown,
chunky boucle in creamy white; wood
leg in Blondey finish.
H: 32" x W: 36" x D: 41"

ALAIS 2.0 Daybed, available in luxe
upholstery fabrics options like
cashmere and Italian merino wool.
Hand-shaped Alder wood legs shown
here in Darling Walnut finish.
H: 16" x W: 74" x D: 29"

ALAIS 2.0 Side Table; a novel
storage piece with an upholstered
shell. Customize with eco-friendly
covers or vegan leather. Sustainably
harvested Alder wood for the legs
and drawer facades.
H: 31" x W: 31" x D: 21"

ALAIS 2.0 Sofa; with curved back and
shown in luxurious cashmere and
featuring sustainably harvested,
hand-turned Alder wood legs with
curved edges, shown in Tobacco
Haze finish.
H: 31" x W: 82" x D: 45"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Recognized for its mastery of upholstery craft, Nathan Anthony is a luxury furnishings resource for interior designers and upscale dealers.
Award-winning designs are fully customizable and benchmade-to-order at the company’s Los Angeles based production studio. Personalization
options include frame size, cushion fill, C.O.M. and other fabric-to-frame specifications, wood and metal finishes, and more. Nathan Anthony’s
unique Design Concierge service includes a highly specialized team, on call to successfully facilitate custom projects and minimize errors.

Co-founded in 2005 by Tina Nicole and Khai Mai, Nathan Anthony operations are guided by lean manufacturing principles and sustainable
practices. New eco-friendly fabrics debut at the Fall 2022 High Point Market. The company has been a Sustainable Furnishings Council member
since 2012. Nathan Anthony is a Business Partner with non-profit organization One Tree Planted, contributing a portion of its proceeds to
reforestation and other climate positive initiatives. 

Nathan Anthony has been recognized for design excellence with six consecutive International Architecture and Design awards, including a new
nomination for 2022 and two Interior Design magazine’s Best of Year (BOY) Honoree awards for residential lounge seating in 2021 and 2019. 

Buyers may write to inquiries@nafurniture.com for product pricing and information.
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Nathan Anthony Builds on Popular Spring Intros for Fall Market
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